
SICB Virtual Meeting 2021
Executive Committee Meeting Agenda
25 January 2021, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM EST

25 January 2021 Attendance (Appendix 1)

1:00 PM EST

Call to Order: Welcome and introduction of Executive Committee members and guests.
(Executive Committee Members 2021) — President Beth Brainerd

1. Approval of Minutes: 2020 Executive Committee Meeting in Austin – Brainerd (SICB
Executive Committee Meeting 2020).

a. Move to approve: Ken Halanych; Second: Ulrike Muller

b. Approved with 26 Yes votes: 0 No votes: 0 Abstentions

2. Publisher’s Report – Cailin Deery, Oxford University Press. CONFIDENTIAL report.

1:30 PM EST

3. National Science Foundation – Donal T. Manahan, Ph.D., Division Director, Division of
Integrative Organismal Systems (IOS), Directorate for Biological Sciences (BIO)

1:55 PM EST Coffee Break

2:00 PM EST Resume

4. Summary of Actions of the Executive Committee between Annual Meetings – Brainerd

a. April 2020: Unanimous vote by Executive Committee in favor of a recommendation
from the SICB Executive Officers to retain Austin Texas as the venue for the 2023
Annual Meeting

b. May 2020: Unanimous vote by Executive Committee in favor of sending the SICB
Constitution changes for student and postdoctoral memberships to the SICB
membership for a member vote

5. Journal Reports (Appendix 1)

a. Journal, Integrative Organismal Biology – Adam Summers

b. Journal, Integrative and Comparative Biology – Ulrike Müller

1. EC to vote on two new Non-Divisional Assistant Editors. Info, CVs and
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Google Form to vote will be sent to the EC members by email

2. EC to vote on a proposal from the ICB Board to designate Editorial
Reviewers.

a. Ulrike Muller makes the following Motion: The Editor of Integrative
and Comparative Biology, in consultation with the ICB Editorial
Board, and at the sole discretion of the ICB Editor, may appoint
“Editorial Reviewers” for terms of up to two years. The Editorial
Reviewers are peer reviewers who agree to provide multiple peer
reviews on specific topics to support Assistant Editors who have
workload issues and/or whose expertise is not a particularly good
match for a given year's set of symposia.

Motion seconded by L. Patricia Hernandez.

b. Approved with 25 Yes votes: 0 No votes: 1 Abstention.

2:30 PM EST

6. Officer Reports (Appendix 2)

a. Program Officer – Socha

b. Secretary – Gibb
1. Newsletter Items/Candidate Biographies due March 12; Elections in April.
2. Introduction of incoming Secretary, Michele Johnson

c. Treasurer – Ashley-Ross
Annual Treasurer Report for fiscal year 2021 (7/1/2020-6/30/2021).

d. President-Elect – Hale

e. President – Brainerd

3:00 PM EST Coffee Break

3:05 PM EST Resume

7. Standing Committee and other Reports (Appendix 3)
Reports in bold summarized verbally.

1. Communications Editor – Jacobs
2. Advisory – Burnett
3. Educational Council – Whitenack
4. Membership – Porter
5. Nominating – Williams
6. Editorial Board, ICB –Ulrike Müller (included in Journal Reports above)
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7. Editorial Board, IOB – Adam Summers (included in Journal Reports above)
8. Student/Postdoctoral Affairs – John Hutchinson
9. Student Support – Minicozzi
10. Finance Committee – Ashley-Ross (included in Treasurer Report)
11. Public Affairs (PAC) – Zamore
12. Program – Socha (included in Program Officer Report)
13. Development – Burnett
14. Webpage Redesign Committee – Burnett
15. Broadening Participation (BPC) – Mehta

8. Reports from Division Chairs (Appendix 4)
1. Animal Behavior
2. Botany
3. Comparative Biomechanics
4. Comparative Endocrinology
5. Comparative Physiology & Biochemistry
6. Evolutionary Developmental Biology
7. Ecoimmunology & Disease Ecology
8. Ecology & Evolution
9. Invertebrate Zoology
10. Neurobiology, Neuroethology, and Sensory Biology
11. Phylogenetics & Comparative Biology
12. Vertebrate Morphology

3:45 PM EST

9. New Business

John Hutchinson: International inclusiveness in SICB -- can we do more?
Kakani Katija: Considerations of carbon footprint of future SICB meetings

10. Meeting Recessed at 4:00 PM EST
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22 February 2021 1:00 PM-3: 00PM EST

22 February Attendance (Appendix 1)

1. Call to Order

2. Recognition of Executive Committee Members: SICB Executive Committee members
ending their terms at the end of the 2021 meeting.

Society-wide Officers:
Beth Brainerd President
Lou Burnett Past-President
Alice Gibb Secretary
Ajna Rivera Member-at-Large

Divisional Chairs:
Stacey Combes DCB
Cameron Ghalambor DEE
Kenneth Halanych DIZ
Michael Baltzley DNNSB
L. Patricia Hernandez DVM

Standing Committee Chair:
Marianne Porter Membership Committee
Marianne Moore Student Grants Committee

3. Presentation of the Budget by the Treasurer – Ashley-Ross
1. Presentation of the budget for fiscal year 2022 (7/1/2021-6/30/2022).

a. Motion to approve budget by Chris Martine
b. Second by Ulrike Muller.

2. moves to table the budget motion until the Executive CommitteeLou Burnett
has more time to review the proposed budget. Move to table the budget
motion seconded by Ken Halanych.

a. Vote on motion to table budget vote until a later date passes.
b. Motion to table budget vote passes with 14 Yes: 4 No: 6 Abstensions
c. Budget vote is tabled until a later date, to be determined.

4. Updates for Committee Reports (Appendix 3)

a. Advisory – Burnett
b. Broadening Participation (BPC) – Mehta (or designated representative)
c. Student Support Committee – Moore
d. Nominating Committee – Williams
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5. New Business from the President

A. In the coming years, the SICB Executive Committee may wish to review and potentially
revise the SICB governance structure. Question: How to balance inclusion and
representation with efficient decision-making and transparency?

B. SICB is currently governed by the Executive Committee with 30 members:
● 9 Executive Officers, elected by the whole membership
● 3 Members-at-Large, elected by the whole membership
● 12 Division Chairs elected by the members of the individual divisions
● 3 Committee Chairs, SPDAC, BPC and Ed Council, Appointed by the President
● 2 Journal Editors, Appointed by the President in consultation with the EC
● 1 Executive Director (ex-officio, non-voting)

This large executive committee acts as a Board of Directors for SICB with all members
having fiduciary responsibility for the whole organization—meaning we must put the
interest of the whole SICB organization above all other interests

C. SICB Governance: In current practice, many day-to-day decisions are made for SICB by
a smaller group of 10 “Executive Officers” who meet weekly:

● Executive Director
● President, President-Elect, Past-President
● Treasurer, Treasurer-Elect
● Secretary, Secretary-Elect
● Program Officer, Program Officer-Elect

The Executive Officers currently consult with the full Executive Committee in meetings,
including virtual EC meetings, about 4 times per year. The EOs consult the EC on major
developments and policy decisions via virtual and in-person meetings, and also consult,
typically via email and Google Form voting, on a few constitutionally required decisions
such as ICB editorial board appointments and Constitutional amendments.

D. While this governance structure is working pretty well, there are six known problems:
1. Name of the Executive Committee: technically we are a Board of Directors, and it

is confusing to have an Executive Committee and a set of Executive Officers
2. Lack of transparency in decision making
3. Executive Committee is too large for routine decision making
4. Only a subset of Committee Chairs included: SPDAC, BPC and Ed Council but

not PAC, Membership, Development, and SSC. The EC is a mix of people elected
by the whole society with the implicit assumption that they will take fiduciary
responsibility for the whole organization and also people elected or appointed
with the implicit assumption that their fiduciary responsibility is to a division,
journal or committee.

5. For consistency we might need to add 5 more people to the EC: Communications
Editor and 4 Committee Chairs–PAC, Development, Membership and SSC.

6. Meeting Recessed at 3:00 PM EST
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7. Meeting Adjourned at 2 PM EST on February 28, 2021

Appendix 1. 2021 SICB Executive Committee Members – Checklist

Name Status Term
Jan
25

Feb
22

1 Brainerd, Beth President 01/2019-02/2021 x x
2 Burnett, Lou Past President 01/2019-02/2021 x x
3 Melina Hale President-Elect 01/2019-02/2021 x x
4 Gibb, Alice Secretary 01/2018-02/2021 x x
5 Johnson, Michele Secretary-Elect 01/2020-02/2021 x x
6 Jake, Socha Program Officer 01/2020-01/2022 x x
7 Thom Sanger Program Officer-Elect 01/2020-01/2022 x x
8 Miriam Ashley-Ross Treasurer 01/2019-01/2022 x x
9 Rivera, Ajna Member-at-Large 05/2019-01/2021 - -

10 Katija, Kakani Member-at-Large 01/2019-01/2022 x x
11 M. Butler Member-at-Large 01/2020-01/2023 x x
12 Sewall, Kendra DAB, Chair 01/2019-01/2022 x x
13 Combes, Stacey DCB, Chair 01/2019-01/2021 x x
14 Kathleen Hunt DCE, Chair 01/2020-01/2022 x x
15 Ken Welch DCPB, Chair 01/2020-01/2022 x x
16 Dierdre Lyons DEDB, Chair 01/2020-01/2022 x x
17 Laura Zimmerman DEDE, Chair 01/2020-01/2022 x -
18 Ghalambor, Cameron DEE, Chair 01/2019-01/2021 x x
19 Halanych, Kenneth DIZ, Chair 01/2018-01/2021 x x
20 Baltzley, Michael DNNSB, Chair 01/2018-01/2021 x x
21 Martine, Chris DOB, Chair 01/2020-01/2023 x x
22 Blackburn, David DPCB, Chair 01/2019-01/2022 x x
23 Hernandez, L. Patricia DVM, Chair 01/2019-01/2021 x x
24 Müller, Ulrike Editor, ICB 01/2019-01/2024 x x
25 Summers, Adam Editor, IOB 01/2018-01/2023 x -
26 Hutchinson, John SPDAC Chair 01/2019-01/2022 x -
27 Whitenack, Lisa Educational Council Chair 01/2020-01/2022 x x
28 Mehta, Rita BP Committee Chair 01/2019-01/2022 - x

Burk, Brett Executive Director, SICB (ex officio) x x

Committee Chairs and others not serving on the Executive Committee
Williams, Susan Nominating - x
Porter, Marianne Membership x x
Moore, Marianne Student Support - -
Shaz Zamore Public Affairs x x
Burnett, Lou Development x x
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Others
Drupa, Jill BAI, SICB Manager x -
Miller, Suzanne ICB Managing Editor x x
Harrison, Jon Chair-elect, DCPB x x
Long, John Chair-elect, DCB x x
Angelini, David Chair-elect, DEDB x x
Blob, Rick Chair-elect, DVM x x
Newcomb, James Incoming Chair, DNNSB x -
Deery, Calin Oxford University Press x -
Manahan, Donal NSF x -
Elekonich, Michelle NSF x -
Tessier, Alan NSF x -
Michael Minicozzi Student Support Committee - x
Frances Bonier Chair-Elect, DEE - x
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Appendix 2: JOURNAL REPORTS

5. A. Integrative and Comparative Biology

Manuscripts

Strengths

● Maintained number of publications

○ 145 papers published (140 symposium submissions) compared with
previous 5 years (average: 122 submissions); 2021: anticipated at least
190 submissions

○ COVID 19 caused a significant increase in on-shows (17) compared with
previous years (typically around 10)

Growth areas

● workload for editors is a serious concern
○ 2 editors resigned in 2020 due to workload increases associated with

COVID19

Editorial process

Strengths

● Maintained handling times for manuscripts
○ Time to first decision:

■ 74% of manuscripts reach first decision within 4 weeks (5-year
average 73%)

■ time with editor decreased significantly in 2020 to make up for
significantly higher time with authors due to COVID19

○ Only one symposium submitted all papers by the March 31 deadline in
time for the first issue (consistent with previous years)

○ Editors largely follow reviewers’ recommendations, but convert the
majority of “accept as is” to “minor revision” and “reject” to “major revision”

● Citations and readership
○ Impact factor dropped in 2019 from its record high in 2018 (drop from

3.101 to 2.637), consistent with trends in sister journals
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○ Strong social outreach continues through new initiatives (blog posts,
Twitter, collaboration with PAC’s Mangum students and Symposium 5 high
schoolers)

Growth areas

● Continue to grow social media outreach (such as video abstracts, ‘meet the
authors’ blogs and videos).

● Improve coordination and knowledge transfer within the symposium-to-ICB
pipeline (symposium organizers, program officers, ICB editors)

● improve editors’ understanding and appreciation of the three-step selection
process (3 levels of peer review and selection: 1. symposium organizers issuing
invitations to speakers, 2. program officers inviting symposia, 3. editors
recommending manuscripts for publication).

Service to SICB community

Strengths

● Evidence-driven practices
○ study on the impacts of COVID 19 on ICB authors

■ findings to be published as a bibliographic study
■ main findings (preliminary analysis)
■ significant impact on authors: fewer submissions
■ no significant impact of gender
■ trending effect of type of institution: non-R1 authors are more likely

to be negatively impacted by COVID19
○ create actionable evidence for inclusion and professional initiatives, slated

for publication in ICB
■ work in progress: study on effects of diversity guidelines for SICB

symposia on speaker diversity (lead PIs: Müller and Telemeco)
■ published a study on how parenting responsibilities affect career

persistence in academic STEM careers (Schwaner, M. J., Deming,
S., Kmec, J. A., & Flammang, B. E. (2020). Parenting Through
Academia as a SICB member. Integrative and Comparative Biology,
60(3), 549-558.)

Growth areas

● Recruiting diverse editors remains a priority.
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5. B. Integrative Organismal Biology
IOB had an excellent sophomore year. The trend of submissions continues to please. In
2019 we had 24, followed by 39 manuscripts, a 63% increase in 2019, and in 2020 we
added 59 manuscripts, a 51% over 2019. All in all a growth pattern we are happy with,
and one that exceeds our commitments to OUP.  The coverage among our divisions
was good, in that every division was again represented. In my opinion we are still
underrepresented in DNNSB manuscripts, and by any measure the new division of plant
biology is sorely underrepresented.

One of the major issues with any new journal is indexing. There are more indexing
services and products than a reasonable person can keep track of. We expected it to
take four to five years to get indexed by Clarivate/ISI, but we heard that we will be
included in the ‘Emerging Sources’ product. This is a first step towards an impact factor
and means we will immediately be in Zoo Record, BIOSIS Previews, and a few other
products. PubMed has also just provisionally accepted the journal and will put every
article back to the first issue online once we have cleared a small hurdle. That hurdle is
a file size issue that came about because our cover images are too large. We are
confident the images can be saved in a more parsimonious format, which will allow full
text PDF indexing by PMC into PubMed. The covers have been a popular aspect of the
manuscripts, so we are happy not to have to sacrifice them on the altar of bean
counting. As of early in the year we are also indexed in the Directory of Open Access
Journals. Nice, but I don’t know that it makes much difference to our authors. We will be
able to apply for inclusion in SCOPUS when the second volume closes in January. I
have some confidence that IOB will be appealing to Europeans and Australasia within
the next 24 months. Many researchers in these countries get no professional
recognition for papers published in journals without an impact factor, or which are not
indexed.

We have done very well with AltMetrics and readership of our blog. I have been waiting
to hit 50 blog posts to pay Wordpress for the service and get indexed by Google. We hit
that just recently. Even without indexing our articles are being read hundreds of times a
month. There is a little data suggesting the foreign language abstracts in IOB are
attracting readership in Brazil. There is a published paper saying these abstracts help.
They are a pain to solicit, but for now we will continue the practice. There have been a
few hiccoughs with OUP with respect to billing, speed of proofs, and mistakes in proofs,
but these are down now, and we have some confidence they will continue to decline.
CoViD has not helped in this regard, as all the typesetting is done in India and our
people there were particularly hard hit.
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Appendix 3. SICB EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORTS

6.A. Program Officer’s Report
Jake Socha, Program Officer

Because of the severity of the pandemic, the 2021 conference was all virtual. As the
pandemic started, the Executive Officers maintained some hope for a hybrid meeting (in-person
and virtual), but the worsening conditions throughout the summer dashed those hopes. The
decision was a sound one, as January 2021 proved to exhibit pandemic numbers that were far
worse than in the summer.

The virtual conference was hosted online by Pathable. As a platform, it was capable of
meeting most of our design needs. One small fail was the lack of ability to customize the
calendar view to our exact desires, but this problem proved to not be major, as there were
multiple ways for attendees to navigate the content. Generally, the platform performed extremely
well, with very few outages. The conference continues and so a full conclusion is premature, but
SICB 2021 appears to be a success, despite the constraints and limitations of the format.

Based on positive experiences with the format, there have been numerous people who
have wondered about the possibility of adapting our typical in-person conference to carry over
some of the features of the online version. There are challenges with conducting a hybrid
conference, but I have begun exploring potential options and conducting preliminary discussions
about how things could work.

Here are some preliminary summary numbers from this year’s virtual conference. A total
of 2,549 registered attendees have participated so far. There were 1,146 talks and 388 posters,
a shift in ratio from typical years (2.95 vs 1.25 in 2020), with a total of 1,534 presentations given.
This value is about the same as in 2020, which had a total of 1,601 presentations (891 talks and
710 posters). Because of the pandemic, we added a late-breaking abstract submission option,
and received 95 and 35 additional talks and posters, respectively.

Below I present summary engagement numbers (some of which can also be found in
numerical form in this spreadsheet). A few patterns can be seen. The majority of attendees
interacted through a web browser on their computer, and some (usually less than 20%) used a
device. We had the highest engagement in week 1 (which had the majority of the live events of
the conference), with a total of 15,245 site visits. Week 2 had about 30% of the engagement of
week (5,952 visits), and week three saw a smaller drop-off (4,287 visits).
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6.B. Secretary’s Report
Alice Gibb, Secretary

The SICB elections opened on April 15 and closed on May 19, 2020. A total of 558 votes
for Society-wide offices were submitted during the spring 2020 election. 558 votes represents
25.5% of the membership eligible to vote based on the 2020 membership year. Election results
are posted here: https://sicb.burkclients.com/elections/2020report.php

In 2020, SICB also passed several bylaws changes to allow all members of the Society
to vote in elections, allow Postdoctoral Members to hold office, rename the membership
category for undergraduate and high school students, and remove limits on the duration of time
a membership category may be held. In addition, these bylaw changes also eliminated the
requirement that students be sponsored by a full member. Instead, when a student submits an
abstract, they are prompted to provide the email address of their research advisor, who will
receive an alert that the abstract was submitted. Language has also been changed to allow ALL
members (including student members) to present one poster and one oral presentation at a
meeting.

Executive Committee Members and Standing Committees are asked to contribute
materials to the incoming Secretary, Michele Johnson, by March 12, 2021. For Divisions, these
materials must include candidate biographies and photos for the spring elections. Elections will
be held in April, 2021. All SICB members who paid their membership dues in 2020 or as part of
their registration package are eligible to vote in the spring 2021 Elections.

6.C. Treasurer's Report
Miriam Ashley-Ross, Treasurer, Treasurer’s Report, FY2020
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Probably the question that is uppermost on everyone’s mind is, “Is SICB going to
survive in this COVID/virtual meeting only environment?” The short answer is Yes!
Before discussing the financial picture surrounding our 2021 virtual meeting, it is
important to remember that SICB uses a fiscal year running from July 1 – June 30; our
FY 2020 ended on June 30, 2020. After the end of the fiscal year, Burk and Associates,
Inc. runs a final annual review of the Society’s finances; that review is almost complete
for FY 2020. SICB has total assets of over $2 million, with most of that amount invested
in various funds. Our funds lost a bit in value, unsurprisingly, given the pandemic, but
those are paper losses, and since the close of the fiscal year the stock market has
rebounded. Thus we expect our value in FY2021 to show gains, not losses. Our guiding
principles in developing each year’s budget are (1) the Society should be “in the black”
each year; (2) the registration fees for the Annual Meeting are set so that the meeting
breaks even; and (3) the membership dues are set to fund the non-annual-meeting
expenses of the Society.

The annual meeting is the biggest factor in our finances, and the 2020 Austin meeting
was an unqualified success; it collected a total of $476,834 in revenue (larger than our
projection of $444,700), while expenses were $423,417. Most of our revenue and
expenses happen surrounding the time frame of the annual meeting, because the
majority of members renew their membership at the same time that they register for the
annual meeting. So from a financial standpoint, most of our data is in after February.
There are of course a few items that come straggling in later, but we have a fairly
accurate picture of where we’re going to stand at that time. While we do not have the
final numbers yet, it is clear that the SICB leadership and BAI are fulfilling our aims of
accurately predicting our expenses and revenue so that the Society remains (just
barely) in the black. We try to set membership and annual meeting registration fees so
that we break even, rather than overcharge the membership and build up assets
through annual charges.

Now onto the current fiscal year: during the Austin meeting, the Executive Committee
set a FY2021 budget, which assumed that we would have an in-person meeting in
Washington, DC. Meeting location matters — the figures from the Tampa meeting were
$50,000+ less than for the San Francisco meeting, on both the revenue and expense
sides. BAI works very hard to get SICB good deals on meeting locations and venues.
Nonetheless, due to increased costs associated with the meeting, the Executive
Committee had to vote to increase membership dues by a modest amount to offset
these.
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Fast-forward to summer 2020, when it became clear that the January 2021 annual
meeting couldn’t be held in the normal face-to-face fashion. The Executive Officers had
to balance a number of considerations in planning: could there still be a smaller
in-person component? Or would it have to be virtual only? There were real financial
consequences riding on the decision: as long as there was the possibility of having an
in-person meeting, SICB would be subject to penalties for canceling with the meeting
hotel. Therefore, the Executive Officers delayed as long as possible before making the
decision to go fully virtual, and thanks to skillful negotiating by BAI, we were able to get
out of the hotel contract without penalty (which could have cost SICB ~$400,000!). Once
the virtual format was settled upon, the financial considerations shifted to making sure
that the lower, but still real, costs of putting on the meeting were covered. We made the
educated guess that we’d end up with approximately the same number of attendees as
a normal meeting – we thought there would be some people who wouldn’t attend
because their research had been too disrupted by COVID, but we thought those might
be offset by new attendees attracted by the lower meeting registration fee and not
having to travel. We do not yet have the final attendance numbers, but I am happy to be
able to report that our educated guess seems to have underperformed the reality: we
had 2278 attendees at the Austin meeting, and the figures for our current virtual
meeting is 2575, making this our largest meeting ever! One of the most exciting aspects
of the 2021 meeting is that we have attendees from 37 countries (35 excluding the US
and Canada), suggesting that we have indeed increased SICB’s reach via the virtual
platform.

The strong showing for the 2021 meeting means that we can be confident SICB will
finish FY2021 in the black, and remain in a financially strong position.

6.D. President-Elect’s Report
Melina Hale, President-Elect

As President-Elect, I have been supporting the President, particularly in the areas of
nominations, appointments and awards and prizes. In these areas, we have given particular
attention to diversity and inclusion in our processes and outreach to those selecting awardees.
They did a tremendous job – and am sure they would have even without our emails this year.
We are continuing to ensure that processes are inclusive of SICB’s diverse community.

SICB relies on the effort and experience of many members of the society on SICB-wide
standing committees. Together we have 13 standing committees and other cross-divisional
groups and many other members lead within SICB’s 12 Divisions. All together, more than 180
members volunteer their time for SICB. We are always looking for strong nominees for
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SICB-wide committees. Engagement is critical to SICB and can also be very rewarding and
good experience in administrative service.

We hope that everyone in leadership will continue encouraging involvement of the next
generation of SICB leaders and suggest them for appointments. This year we began a pilot
process to allow self-identification for volunteer service. A number of candidates for committee
memberships and other work came from this list. In the end everyone should have been asked
to perform some service but matches were hard, particularly for students.

Next year will be interesting as there is still a lot of uncertainty about what will be possible for
the meeting in January of 2022. We aim to be transparent about our research and discussions
and need input. Aim to have regular forums that will be recorded to share information as well as
to  highlight work of the committees and others that are so important to SICB but have less of a
platform to share work than Divisional leadership.

Submitted by, Melina Hale, President-Elect, 2019 - 2021

6.E. President’s Report
Beth Brainerd, President

The year 2020 has largely been devoted to adapting the SICB Annual Meeting for pandemic
conditions. For a while we hoped we might be able to have a hybrid meeting, but by summer
2020 it was clear that SICB 2021 would be a virtual meeting. One of our big concerns was
whether SICB would have financial obligations to our planned venue in Washington DC, but our
superb association management company, Burk and Associates Inc., worked with the hotel
venue and hotel parent company to cancel the event at no cost to SICB.

We developed a set of principles and priorities for making decisions about the virtual annual
meeting, and communicated these to the SICB membership in two town-hall style webinars and
detailed email communications. These principles and priorities were:

● Supporting early career participants
○ providing opportunities for students and other early-career participants to share

their science and strengthen their professional networks
● Creating an inclusive and supportive virtual meeting environment

○ inclusion and belonging are central to SICB’s mission
● Broadening participation

○ using the virtual format to broaden participation, both worldwide and from US
groups underrepresented in our current SICB community

● Transparency about planning and finances
○ detailed emails to members in summer 2020, webinars in July and August
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○ the registration fees for all annual meetings are set so that the meeting will break
even, neither earning nor losing money

● Flexibility and compassion in hard times
○ focus on accessibility for everyone, including those with childcare and eldercare

responsibilities and low levels of internet connectivity

Other SICB business continued throughout the year as well. At the second Executive
Committee meeting at SICB 2020 in Austin the Executive Committee decided by consensus to
create a new SICB position, “Communications Editor.” The Communications Editor attends
weekly meetings with the Executive Officers, leads communication with the SICB membership
and collaborates with the Public Affairs Committee on communications with the general public.
The Communications Editor receives an honorarium of $5000 per year, in parallel with our
journal editors who also receive honoraria. The Executive Officers held a Communications
Editor search and appointed Dr. Molly Jacobs as SICB’s first Communications Editor in July
2020.

Following up on a few items from the Executive Committee meetings at SICB 2020, SICB
released a Code of Conduct Transparency Report from the 2020 meeting in Austin, and plans to
release a Transparency report every year from now on. At the 2020 meeting the Executive
Committee discussed the creation of a new Ethics/Equity Committee. The Executive Committee
had concerns about creating a new committee for this purpose, and the discussion was tabled.
The President and President Elect subsequently concluded that ethics and equity issues are
best handled by the existing Broadening Participation Committee and the SICB leadership. The
President will bring this recommendation to the Executive Committee at SICB 2021.

In sum, SICB enters 2021 in the strongest position as ever in its history:
● Best financial situation
● No penalties from cancelling our 2021 venue (Washington DC)
● Highest meeting attendance
● Strong emphasis on diversity, inclusion and equity as part of SICB’s core mission
● Two strong journals: Integrative and Comparative Biology and Integrative Organismal

Biology
● Strong leadership team and volunteerism: more than 180 people volunteer their time for

SICB

I’m looking forward to becoming Past President at the end of SICB 2021 and placing SICB in
the highly capable hands of our incoming President, Melina Hale. Thanks to the Executive
Committee and all who volunteer their time and energy for SICB.
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Appendix 4. STANDING COMMITTEE AND OTHER REPORTS

7.1. Communications Editor’s Report
Molly Jacobs, Communications Editor
This is the inaugural year for the Communications Editor position, and I was honored to
join the Executive Officers in July.  The 2020 Executive Officer team is a remarkably
thoughtful, hard-working, fun, and capable group, and everyone in SICB should be
proud of the tremendous work they have done to pull off our innovative and successful
annual meeting.

As Communications Editor, my role is to guide communications strategy for SICB.  I
work with the Executive Officer team to make sure that SICB business is effectively
communicated to SICB members through member updates, the website, e-blasts, and
social media.  I also work with both the Executive Officer team and the Public Affairs
Committee to oversee our public communications via the website, social media, press
releases, and other formats.

The top communication priority in 2020 has been - by far - the SICB 2021 virtual annual
meeting.  In 2021, the ongoing meeting continues to be a priority, and as we move
forward, planning for SICB 2022.  I’m also very excited to share that construction of the
new SICB website is well underway - watch for a roll-out in spring 2021!  I expect to
work closely with SICB divisions and committees in 2021 on website content and other
opportunities to communicate their hard work.

Student Support Committee
The Student Support Committee received 101 grant/fellowship applications. Most of
these applications were from student members who identified as being from DAB and
DEE. The committee had $40,000 in dollars to award. This was distributed as 36
awards: 5 Travel Fellowships and 31 Grants in Aid of Research. The committee thanks
Executive Officers Melina Hale and Miriam Ashley-Ross, who assisted with the review
process.

7.2 Advisory Committee Report

January 28, 2021; 3:00-4:00 pm EST
Meeting Notes

Attending:
● Beth Brainerd, President
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● Brett Burk, SICB Executive Director
● Lou Burnett, Past President and Chair
● Martin Feder, President 1999-2000
● Mike Hadfield, President 1995-1996
● Melina Hale, President-Elect
● Trish Morse, President 1985
● Lynn Riddiford, President 1991
● Rich Satterlie, President 2009-2010
● Ken Sebens, President 2011-2012
● Billie Swalla, President 2013-2014
● David Wake, President 1992
● Marvalee Wake, President 2001-2002
● Sally Woodin, President 2005-2006

The meeting began with general congratulations to the current leadership team and the
management company for launching a successful virtual annual meeting. Special
thanks were given to Lori Strong, the SICB Meeting Manager, and her team at BAI.
There was lots of discussion on a number of topics and these are summarized below.

The Advisory Committee has asked ahead of time to consider a single challenge that
SICB will face in the next decade. Some, but not all, of the discussion summarized
below reflects opinions of committee members in this context.

Annual Meeting Expenses and Future Meeting Plans
The fact that the 2021 annual meeting was 100% virtual raised questions about the
costs of having the virtual meeting and the possibilities of having hybrid (i.e., virtual
combined with in-person meetings) in the future. A budget for the virtual meeting was
developed and accounted for staff time for Burk and Associates, Inc. (BAI), the software
platform (Pathable), and the student support program. The registration fees were
designed to break even.

All felt that in-person meetings are important to have in the future, but that some
components of the virtual meeting should be considered in the future. It was
acknowledged that there are many people who registered for the virtual meeting are
normally not able to attend SICB meetings for a variety of reasons.

Some considerations for future meetings
● There is no substitute for the important interactions that occur in face-to-face

meetings.
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● Portions of the meeting could be captured  and made available online as they
were in 2021, e.g., plenary lectures, symposium presentations,.

○ Meeting venues will need to be able to accommodate better internet
connectivity and streaming.

● In-person meetings have a large impact on the energy footprint of the meeting,
especially travel. This has implications for climate change.

● There are concerns about equity issues even in a hybrid meeting.
○ In-person meetings will be more expensive to attend.
○ Registration fees should be the same for in-person and virtual attendance.

● Meetings could be used as a membership recruiting tool by making some online
talks free; discounted membership could be offered within a period after the
meeting.

● Attention must be paid to accommodating our meeting exhibitors and sponsors.

Broadening Participation
SICB does a great job of providing access to people to the annual meeting and has
done so for years. There are still concerns that we need to improve the financial support
for Broadening Participation. Many people are still not reached and adequately
supported.

Symposia and Divisional Silos
The symposia, especially in recent years, have reflected highly integrative topics that
are accessible to the general membership of SICB. This is important to continue to
provide learning opportunities in different disciplines of SICB. The divisional structure
has worked well for SICB over the years; different divisions work together to bring about
integrative symposia and contributed paper sessions. We must be vigilant that these
divisional silos do not become isolating. One of the great strengths of the divisions has
been a place to make the large annual meeting appear smaller and more intimate for
members to interact with each other. This is a great strength of the divisional structure.

The leadership of SICB needs to continue to be vigilant that the divisional structure of
the Society remains a positive and integrating force in the meeting program and that
also affords a more intimate means of communication among the members.

Of special note is that the SICB journal Integrative and Comparative Biology will be
publishing papers on reintegrating biology.

The new SICB journal Integrative Organismal Biology has been a great success and it
is important that the community continue its support.
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Membership and Retaining Members
SICB has had a strong and steady number of members. The Society needs to continue
to nurture the next generation of integrative and comparative biologists. The Society
continues to be friendly to student members and to provide opportunities to interact with
more senior people.  The formation of the new division in plant biology (Division of
Botany) has been a significant step in expanding the disciplinary coverage of SICB and
its presence shows how SICB, as a Society, has been able to evolve over the years.
There have already been symposia and sessions devoted to plant/animal interactions.

A part of the success of having a strong membership has been the high expectations
we have of each other as speakers. SICB recognizes this through its various awards
programs, especially for students, and by bringing in top quality guest speakers.

SICB as an Advocate for Topics Important to Scientists and Society
SICB should return more actively to the roles it has taken in the past to speak out
publicly about issues important to scientists and society (e.g., evolution). The climate
crisis calls out for scientists to do a better job of educating the public about the causes
of climate change and that the real impacts of climate change are occurring now.

The Society has been good about offering workshops and training sessions to all
members on how to effectively engage with the public on a variety of topics. This
important focus should continue.

SICB should also cooperate with other societies in taking important actions. Recently
the American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS) featured an editorial in it journal
Bioscience (January 2021 issue; A Clarion Call for Informed Decision-Making) followed
by a Viewpoint article (A Call to Action: Marshaling Science for Society) that held a
position that a scientific basis should appear in some form in decisions made by public
authorities.

SICB members should be encouraged to find more direct ways of interacting with and
educating the general public about science. A “go have a beer and talk about science”
is something that can occur on a local level.

Pipeline Concerns
There is concern about the pipeline for junior colleagues entering science. SICB can do
more to support its members in helping them to consider a variety of different careers
and making them more competitive. This includes support SICB can give to those who
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have just taken a job. New  faculty members, for example, can greatly benefit from a
“boot camp” ahead of an annual meeting that can help them better understand how to
get the most out of a meeting. This approach has already proven to be valuable.

Final Thoughts
SICB has evolved into a highly active but complex society that serves many different
constituent groups. There is a large multi-layered structure with about 160 individuals
participating in leadership to various degrees. The continued success of SICB will
depend upon the thoughtful engagement of all of these leaders in ensuring that the
concerns discussed in this report receive appropriate attention.

7.3. Education Council
Members: Lisa Whitenack (chair), Veronica Martinez Acosta, Jennifer Burnaford, Greg
Davis, Josh Drew, Aimy Wissa

Regular business:
● The aim of the John A. Moore Lecture series is to invite a nationally-recognized

speaker who can provide our members with a new perspective on science
education and communication. The Moore Lecturer for the 2021 SICB meeting is
Dr. Claude M. Steele, professor of psychology at Stanford University and author
of Whistling Vivaldi: How Stereotypes Affect Us and What We Can Do. We have
been attempting to bring Dr. Steele to SICB for a number of years, as his work on
stereotype threat regarding student learning is deeply important. Dr. Steele’s talk
is titled “Stereotype threat and identity threat: The science of a diverse
community”.

● The M. Patricia Morse Award is an annual honor given to a SICB member at
any career stage for significant achievement in science education, and it is
difficult to select members for this prestigious award. Each year we have a
number of outstanding nominees. This year’s winner is Dr. Sara Hiebert Burch, a
physiologist from Swarthmore College. In addition to her scientific work, she has
published a number of papers about teaching, including papers on labs, exams,
and teaching & assessing experimental design. Her service has been
education-oriented, both at Swarthmore and for SICB, she has mentored a
number of students, and her letters of support were outstanding. Please look for
a piece written by Dr. Hiebert-Burch in the Spring 2021 newsletter.

● We continue to discuss how best to select Morse Award recipients and Moore
Lecturers. We developed an initial rubric to assess application materials, and will
continue to discuss and refine it in preparation for the August 2021 nominees.
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● The Educational Council selected two TAL-X Workshops for the 2021 meeting.
One is associated with symposium S4, “BioMaking with bacterial cellulose:
character, clothing, craft” and will be run by Corinne Takara and the BioJam teen
group. The other workshop is “Creative writing in the Teaching and Writing of
Biology”, run by Chris Gillen of Kenyon College.

● The Educational Council chair continued her support of symposium S4, “Biology
Beyond the Classroom”, by serving as one of the co-organizers of the
symposium.

● The Educational Council continues to discuss options for the Research and
Education Resource (RER) database. Unfortunately many of the files in the
biomechanics section, including those by Steven Vogel, were lost when SICB
changed website providers. Our webmaster has exhausted all possible efforts
and we have reached out to some members that may have those files, but have
no luck in recovering them. In the meantime, we have reached out to
LifeSciTRC.org to inquire about hosting the RER through them, but have yet to
hear back.

Pandemic-related:
● We created a database of online teaching resources to support SICB

members as they shifted to online teaching. SICB members, and other members
of the biology community, contributed the majority of the resources found in the
database. Educational Council members are responsible for curating and
organizing the database.

● We took over management of the database of online guest lecturers that was
started by Eric Tytell. Links to both this database, and the online teaching
resources database can be found on SICB’s RER webpage.

● At the request of a SICB member, we organized and facilitated “pandemic
teaching circles” that connected SICB members that were teaching or planning
on teaching similar courses. 47 SICB members participate, many of which
participate in more than one teaching circle. Teaching circles cover 13 different
course topics, from introductory biology through upper-level courses. SICB also
provided Google Drive space, which let participants share teaching materials
easily.

7.4. Membership Committee
Chair, Marianne Porter
Members: Nick Gidmark and Joe Sisneros

● We were able to review the list of ‘Honorary members’ and also ‘Emeritus
members prior to 1999’ and used google searches to determine if any are
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deceased and this information. This information was submitted to Heide Rohland
and was reported to the Executive Director.

● Last year (Austin 2020) the Membership Committee Developed a plan to contact
lapsed members to recruit them back into the society. The committee intended to
email the lapsed members to invite them to SICB 2021. SICB society benefits
were going to be shared with lapsed members including: meeting childcare/
mother’s room, student friendly, student support, and the new IOB journal that
has reduced charges for SICB members. These activities were reduced due to
covid.

● The committee intended to reach out to local DC academic institutions to share
information about the SICB 2021 meeting. These efforts were halted due to
covid.

● Last year (Austin 2020) the committee developed a plan to analyze the
membership rolls for trends in members with time. The Austin location was noted
to be potentially problematic for members from states (California) that had travel
bans to the state of Texas. The 2019 year resulted in a decrease in only 9
members compared to the 2018 year.

● In the future the committee should reach out to divisions to inquire about their
needs, especially newer divisions such as Botany.

7.8. Student and Postdoctoral Affairs Committee
Members: https://sicb.burkclients.com/resources/studentpostdoc.php3

Note that student-postdoc reps for DAB & DCPB have their terms ending at
end-February and need replacements: Chairs nominate a candidate to the President
who considers it for approval.

SPDAC conducted three main activities for SICB this year:

1) Producing numerous “how to” brochures including advance distribution of “how to
design a talk/poster” for SICB2021, now all available at our virtual booth:
https://sicbannualmeeting.pathable.co/organizations/iwojDbKfp72rtZGmX (scroll
down to right side); and holding “office hours” at said booth, one per
Representative, starting 18 January (see below for details). Please direct your
students and postdocs here-- we put a lot of work into these brochure resources,
which are helpful, and the office hours are a chance for personal interactions with
Divisional representatives.
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Office Hours-- Week of: Division: Name Date/time
January 18
Session 1 DCB: Armita Manafzadeh 1/21 at 12 ET
Session 2 DIZ: Rebecca Varney 1/18 at 12 ET

January 25
Session 1 DPCB: Emily Lessner 1/27 at 3 ET
Session 2 DNNSB: Maryam Kamran 1/25 at 1:30 ET

February 1
Session 1 DOB: Morgan Furze 2/2 at 12 ET
Session 2 DEDB: Ryan Hulett 2/4 at 12 ET

February 8
Session 1 DVM: Kara Feilich 2/8 at 12 ET
Session 2 DCPB: Andrea Rummel 2/10 at 12 ET

February 15
Session 1 DAB: Sydney Hope 2/16 at 12 ET
Session 2 DCE: Carla Madelaire 2/18 at 12 ET

February 22
Session 1 DEDE: Ashley Love 2/24 at 12 ET
Session 2 DEE: Craig Marshall 2/25 at 12 ET

2) JRH designed the video for first-timers to SICB/[virtual] conferences:
https://sicbannualmeeting.pathable.co/meetings/virtual/bpXKw3FPBmhfycdDP

3) We hosted our virtual workshop on “Transferable Skills in Academia and
Non-Academia”:
https://sicbannualmeeting.pathable.co/meetings/virtual/g3EabD2tcuoi6mYQc
(there are resources posted in the chat here, and the video of the panel
discussion should be coming shortly). About 75 attendees showed up (~220
registered). We first had a 30-minute panel discussion of skills/careers, then 45
minutes of breakout-room discussions. There was a lot of interaction with our
panel of 10 experts on the topics raised in those rooms. Feedback has been very
positive; even the guest experts commented on how they learned something
about skills in careers.
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Also: connected to the SPDAC activities and directed toward students/postdocs, the
Royal Society (SICB sponsor) is holding a workshop on 9 February about “Increasing
your publishing success (for early career researchers)”:
https://sicbannualmeeting.pathable.co/meetings/virtual/maG5a6RCB8xyPLfdn -- this is
a general overview of the entire process of peer-reviewed publication (not specific to
RSoc journals). JRH is attending in capacity as a Proceedings B main Editor; but in his
SPDAC capacity urges attendance by early career scientists. The event will be
recorded.

UPDATE 18 February 2021 (post-committee meeting of SPDAC):
Our virtual booth’s success is hard to judge since we don’t have metrics from it just yet
(maybe SICB can provide Pathable download stats for our pdfs?). Office hours so far
have not been attended by any/many members, which is disappointing but surely down
to “Zoom fatigue”.
The RSoc publishing workshop went well, with >50 attendees and plenty of discussion
that filled the whole 90 minutes.

On to next year! For SICB2022, currently planned as an in-person meeting in Arizona
(with some hybrid capacity TBD), we brainstormed ideas and settled on:
1- A brochure on mental health and (online) resources / ways to cope for
students+postdocs is in the works, to add to our repertoire.
2- A booth would be run again, with the brochures etc. and 2 main activities (e.g. coffee
breaks):

1. “Rockstars” or other persons of interest (e.g. Division officers) in SICB,
available for chats at the booth with Reps/other students+postdocs there to keep
company+facilitate. Sort of like DEE “Beers and brains” w/o the beer; networking. 12
divisions/6 days = 2 per day.

2. Skills workshops: 10-15min demos of discrete skills—making figure, editing
3D graphics, yoga/meditation, scicomm, interview strategies, invisible skills, whatever!
12 divisions/6 days = 2 per day? We’d need to find suitable people attending SICB, from
any career stage, to do interesting demos. It must be a “skill” that can be acquired
hands-on in short time. So not something massive.

3- Then we’d hold a workshop on science communication. We thought we’d try to do
this w/volunteers from SICB expert attendees. Featuring something like a 90-minute
session with rotating tables on:

1. Sharing and composing stories about your science
2. Art/editing scicomm
3. Ways to maximize accessibility of scicomm
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4. Open software tools for scicomm (incl. art, editing)
5. More? Free-for-all social networking time at end?

AOB: question raised if students/postdocs will ever get GIAR feedback; if policy to not
share that might change-- perhaps SSC/other SICB committee can comment?

7.9. Student Support Committee
Marianne Moore, Chair (DEDE, DEE, DCPB)

Recap on funding for the 2019-2020 cycle
A total of 130 grant applications were received in 2019. Of these, 38 (29.2%)
were funded (32 GIAR, 6 FGST).  The total payout was $39,713.31, with
$30,036.31 going towards GIAR awards and $9,677.00 going towards FGST
awards.  Approximately 47% of awards were made to applicants with DAB
affiliation and another ~45% of awards were made to applicants with DEE
affiliation. Of the remaining divisions represented (n=10; no DNNSB or DOB
affiliated applications were received), ~24% were awarded to applicants with
DCE affiliation, ~18% were awarded to applicants with DNB affiliation, and ~13%
were awarded to applicants with DVM and DIZ affiliations (each). No other
division was represented by more than ~10% of applicants awarded funding. As
in previous years, many awardees indicated 2+ divisional affiliations. Five named
awards were granted to applicants with outstanding proposals, including the
Vogel, Gaunt, Knapp, Wainwright, and Fodor awards.

Data the 2020-2021 funding cycle
In 2020, we received 101 grant applications. Eight faculty grant reviewers,
including the committee chair, are reviewing applications and working on the final
list of award recommendations.  I particularly want to acknowledge Michael
Minicozzi, who has been appointed as the new Chair and has taken over the
Chair’s activities in advance. He has organized and is directing our reviews for
the 2020-2021 funding cycle, work that I should have normally completed before
rolling off as Chair. Melina Hale and Miriam Ashley-Ross have also graciously
volunteered to review grants for this cycle. I regret not being able to fulfill my
duties as Chair in 2020 and thank SICB for the opportunity to serve.

Representation of divisions
Compared to previous years, SICB awarded funds to a greater diversity of
applicants with different divisional affiliations, showing improvements in SICB’s
ability to recruit applicants from across divisions. Students affiliated with DAB and
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DEE continue to dominate grant submissions, with DCE, DNB, DVM, DVM and
DCPB also well represented. No proposals were received from applicants with
DOB affiliation, a newer division, but this trend is already changing based on
applications received for the current (2020-2021) grant cycle. The ‘divisional
affiliation’ button in the grant applications is enabling us to obtain these data from
year to year.

Currently, 8 SSC members are providing their services by reviewing grant
proposals. More SSC members affiliate with DCB (n=4) and DVM (n=3)
compared with other divisions, which are represented by two or fewer members
each. DAB, DOB and DPCB have no representation within the SSC. My
apologies to SICB for not improving the pool and diversity of reviewers in 2020.

Student Support Committee Brown Bag Workshop for Graduate Students:
Writing a Competitive GIAR/FGST Grant Proposal
The 2020 brown bag workshop focused on writing proposals for the GIAR and
FGST was well-received, with several previous award winners joining to provide
their valuable insights and potential applicants asking lots of thoughtful
questions. Continuing to offer this workshop will be beneficial to our student
population regarding their preparation of applications for SICB awards as well as
awards from other sponsors.

7.11. Public Affairs Committee
Members:Shaz Zamore (chair), Martha Muñoz (final year), Misty Paig-Tran, James
Murray, Sebastian Alvarado, Ryan Hulett, Noah Bressman

Main Activities:
1. We recruited and selected three new members to the PAC this year: Sebastian

Alvarado from Queens College Cuny, Ryan Hulett from Harvard and Noah
Bressman from Chapman University. Sebastian and Ryan will be regular
members and Noah will lead social media management. We’re excited to have
these brilliant minds on our team!

2. 2020 was also the final year for member Sara ElShafie, who finished her
services in September. Martha Muñoz will finish her 3-year tenure at the end of
this month. We’re so grateful for the opportunity to have worked with these two
outstanding members, and look forward to seeing their influence in SICB in the
future!

3. Behind the scenes, PAC has been working to create organized infrastructure to
ease transitions and facilitate productivity. This included:
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a. Creating a form for PAC member nominees which was sent to division
heads and other committee chairs

b. Creating a form for student “intern” applications from Mangum Students
c. Creating documentation of tasks, roles and goals for the PAC
d. Starting a close collaboration with the IOB and ICB journals and their

corresponding blogs and Twitter accounts. We have expanded our
number of students and divided them between PAC and ICB (Suzanne
Miller) so that we can generate high quality, diverse content in a reciprocal
fashion.

4. Finally, we restructured our workshops for the 2021 conference to accommodate
changes brought about by the pandemic and the Movement for Black Lives.
These include:

a. Storytelling for an Inclusive Audience discusses how to best communicate
your research to the general public, but also how to include a broader
audience, with a description of language and tools that respectfully
reaches more diverse audiences.

b. Tech Tools for a Virtual World features tools and demonstrations to
enhance online educational and communication efforts. These tools also
cover auto-captioning and alt text descriptions of images to include a
broader audience.

c. A wellness series that focuses on movement, meditation, and practices for
managing screen time, imposter syndrome, fostering resilience and
conflict resolution. This series brought in speakers from minoritized groups
almost exclusively.

d. A gamenight series that brings SICB members together to socialize and
network in a fun way.

5. With the conference going virtual, we increased our focus on social media, and
have increased the number of social media ambassadors working with the PAC,
and have worked with the Communications Editor to discuss the conference
interface, website and content to go on our Twitter account. With the conclusion
of the conference, we look to expand SICB’s online presence on Instagram and
Facebook.

7.13. Development Committee
Lou Burnett, Chair
Development Committee: Miriam Ashley-Ross (ex officio), Lou Burnett, Terry Dial, Lara
Ferry, Linda Mantel, Nora Terwilliger
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The committee upgraded its presence on the SICB website
(https://burkclients.com/sicb/sicbcart/donations.php) to more clearly identify each of the
funds in the SICB portfolio and the purpose of each fund. There was a distinction made
between Society-wide funds and funds administered or dedicated to particular divisions
of SICB. Importantly, a whole new section on Estate Planning was added that indicates
how one might go about remembering SICB in an estate; the site now provides forms
that can be used in estate planning that are customizable for the individual’s needs.

The Named Student Research Awards were again a prominent feature of the 2020
Annual Business Meeting. These are awards presented to the top students applying to
the Student Research Fund (Grants in Aid of Research/Fellowship of Graduate Student
Travel). The Student Support Committee is tasked with identifying the top students who
apply for these funds. The top students are presented with a named award. For
example, the Steven Vogel Student Research Award was presented to Sara Wang. A
total of five named awards were presented in 2020.

During the past year or so, three former SICB Presidents have passed away. The
Executive Officers decided to present three named awards in 2021 to honor Steve
Wainwright, William Dawson, and John Pearse. The Development Committee will be
meeting to consider campaigns to raise funds to continue having named awards for
these three individuals.

The rules governing the named awards allow contributions to the Student Research
Fund to be used to remember an individual. A $1,000 contribution to the Student
Research Fund will support a named award for one year. A $5,000 contribution will
support a named award for five years (or five awards for one year). A contribution or
contributions of $20,000 or more can result in a named award for an individual in
perpetuity. The Student Research Fund has a current balance of approximately
$325,000; the target for this fund is to grow to $1.14 million to fully support $40,000 in
awards to students to support their research.

The Double Your Dues campaign has wound down. There has scarcely been attention
to the campaign during the last year as members have focused on other things. Despite
the low profile, members have continued to contribute to the DYD campaign in the
Student Research Fund. Since the end of June 2020 more than $2,000 has been
received as DYD.

In the SICB FY 2020, donations were $13,162 from 101 individual donations. This is
down $30,219 in FY 2019.
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The Development Committee met on January 27, 2021 and issues the following
updates.

Sense of community. Any donation campaign in SICB relies on the sense of
community of its members with the suggestion that members should contribute to the
community. It is the strong recommendation of the committee that SICB develop a plan
to acknowledge the passing of its members and somehow remember their contributions
in an obituary in the journal, the newsletter, or a special place on the website. This is
particularly important as we encourage members to remember SICB in Estate Planning
and the Named Student Research Awards.

Named Student Research Awards. This program began in 2018 with a single student
research award named in honor of Steven Vogel. SICB has established procedures for
these named awards and will present a total of six named research awards in 2021. The
threshold for naming an award in perpetuity is $20,000. SICB will endeavor to raise
these funds for

● Rosemary Knapp
● Steve Wainwright
● William Dawson
● John Pearse

Double Your Dues Campaign and Pay It Forward. The committee recommends that
the DYD campaign be terminated and consider a new campaign with the full
engagement of the SICB leadership; a suggested name for the new campaign is Pay It
Forward. Paying it forward simply means to repay a kindness or gift received with a
good deed or gift to someone else. The committee thinks that the many students who
receive support to attend annual meetings or through the student research grants
program will consider donations, however small, to funds such as the Mangum Student
Support Program or the Student Research Fund. The committee will leave the timing of
this program to the leadership.

New SICB Website. These programs will have a clearer and be more prominent on the
new SICB website.

7.14. Web Design Report
In 2020 and for the past few weeks, SICB has made real progress in the development
of its new website. The new website is expected to make its appearance sometime this
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spring. A previous web design committee did much background work in describing the
information available on the current website and offered some ideas and guidance on
what would best serve SICB in the future. The current web team has the following
membership:

● Lou Burnett, Chair and Past President
● Noah Bressman, Postdoc
● Jill Drupa, Burk and Associates Inc.
● Molly Jacobs, SICB Communications Editor
● Michele Johnson, SICB Secretary-Elect
● Gabe Rivera, Broadening Participation Committee
● Adam Summers, IOB Editor
● Susan Williams, Past Program Officer

SICB has contracted with KnockMedia, a web design firm with experience in designing
sites for scientific societies. Much of the rich content of the current site will be available
but better organized. The new website will have features making it responsive to news
happening within SICB, easily updatable by the Communications Editor. It will provide
key players with the ability to update certain parts of the site to keep it fresh (e.g.,
divisional pages). Furthermore, the new site will be mobile device-friendly!

7.15. Broadening Participation Committee
Members: Rita Mehta (Chair), Gabriel Rivera (in-coming Chair), Nick Burnett, Alyssa
Hernandez, Crystal Reynaga, Kaushik Jayaram, Thomas Stewart, Shayle Matsuda

Regular business:
● The BP’s Workshop for this year’s meeting was Dr. Kendall Moore,a

documentary filmmaker and Professor at the Harrington School of
Communication at the University of Rhode Island. Dr. Moore facilitated the
workshop last year and for 2021 she screened the sequel to “Can We Talk?
Difficult Conversations with Underrepresented People of Color: Sense of
Belonging and Obstacles in STEM Fields. Can We Talk 2: Difficult Conversations
with Underrepresented People of Color on Allyship in STEM is about best
allyship behaviors for increasing retention in STEM for underrepresented people.

● BP revised their Travel Awards and for the 2021 meeting the awards were
Professional Development Awards. The purpose of these awards was to facilitate
participation in the virtual meeting. The awards were for $300. BP awarded 34
PD awards spread across the following career stages -Undergrads, Masters,
PhDs, Postdocs, Faculty/Non-academic careers.
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● The GANS Trust provided BP with an additional $1000 for a DEI award. The
committee is in the process of designing the application and criteria for this
award which must be awarded in 2021.

● The BP committee continues to have discussions and organize working groups
that will continue to make SICB more inclusive.
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Appendix 4. SICB DIVISION REPORTS

8.1. DAB - Division of Animal Behavior
- 45 students participated in annual poster and talk presentations
- 50 DAB members assisted as judges for student presentations
- DAB co-sponsored 4 symposia at the 2020 meeting
- The DAB mentoring program matched 61 people in mentor/mentee teams in

2020
- Alison Welch is taking over for as DAB secretaryErica Lynn Westerman
- Connor Philson will be taking over for Syndy Hope as DAB student/postdoctoral

representative

8.2. DOB - Division of Botany
- Grew DOB from around 30 members last meeting to more than 110 for this

meeting, our second as an official division.
- Pleased with the number of plant-related talks at SICB 2021. DOB Program

Officer Janet Steven made an effort to spread them out among the sessions,
rather than creating “islands of botany.”

- Very happy with participation in our Rising Star in Organismal Botany talk
session, with all speakers present and a really active and supportive community
in the live chat. Best talk winner was Haley Branch, University of British
Columbia. Also awarded Best Student Poster to Jenna Miladdin, Christopher
Newport University.

- Division meeting well-attended, with individuals already stepping up to run for
leadership positions (Chair-elect and SPDAC rep) in upcoming elections.
Welcomed our incoming new secretary, Karolina Heyduk, who will replace Chris
Muir.

- Division social organized by Morgan Furze, our SPDAC representative
- Still looking forward to our 6-talk special session on Feb 26: Evolution and

Biogeography of Islands: A Session in Honor of Dr. Vicki Funk
Twitter presence continues to grow, with 325 current followers. Chair Chris Martine and
Secretary Heyduk set to keep working on engagement.

8.3. DCB - Division of Comparative Biomechanics
At the DCB members meeting at SICB 2020, Mark Westneat and John Long took time
to recognize the loss of Steve Wainwright, a past-president of SICB and one of the early
founders of comparative biomechanics at SICB.
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At the Annual Meeting of SICB 2020, the winner of the Mimi Koehl and Steve
Wainwright Best Student Presentation Award was Rachel Crane; honorable mention
was David Sleboda.  The winner of the Steven Vogel Best Student Poster Award was
Samantha Smith.  The winner of the Gans Award was Alyssa Stark.

was elected as the Chair-elect of the Division.Brooke Flammang

The division continues to operate closely with the Division of Vertebrate Morphology.
This work includes a joint social at the Annual Meeting and shared social media
accounts on Twitter.

In 2020, DCB began an initiative to raise awareness of its (and DVM's) early-career
members through #featureFriday posts on the joint Twitter account @SICB_DCB_DVM.
So far we have featured more than ten DCB/DVM members ranging from graduate
students to assistant professors, and we plan to continue these efforts in 2021. DCB
regularly retweets and highlights the work of our division's members, and we now have
over 1,100 Twitter followers, substantially more than any other division's Twitter, despite
the transition from the @mechsNMorph handle to @SICB_DCB_DVM in early 2020. We
continue to use our DCB Facebook group to disseminate job opportunities and
divisional business announcements.

In the 2020 preparations for the 2021 Annual Meeting, despite the virtual format DCB
and DVM saw an increase in submission of contributed abstracts, with a comparable
number of sessions to previous years.  One area of decline was in poster submissions,
where there were about half the number of submissions of the 2020 meeting.
DCB+DVM continues to comprise about one-fifth of all SICB presentations. The 2021
virtual meeting featured 6 symposia that were partially supported by DCB.

8.4. DCE - Division of Comparative Endocrinology
Current DCE officers:
Chair (01/2020-01/2022) - Kathleen Hunt
Chair-Elect (01/2020-01/2022) - Rachel Bowden
Program Officer (01/2018-02/2021)- Brian Walker
Program Officer Elect (01/2019-02/2021)- Sara O'Brien
Secretary (01/2019-02/2021)- Timothy Greives
Secretary-Elect (01/2020-02/2021)- Christine Lattin
Grad student / Post-Doc Representative (08/2019-01/2022)- Carla Madelaire
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Updates on DCE activities:
● 15 students participated in annual poster and talk presentations. The winner of

the Aubrey Gorbman Best Student Oral Presentation was Grascen Shidemantle,
and the winner of the Lynn Riddiford Best Student Poster was Carley Lowe.

● DCE had 46 talks in five sessions at the 2021 meeting, and 22 posters. Generally
we were slightly down in talks and dramatically down in posters. Obviously this
was an unusual year so DCE officers are not attempting to assess any trends
from these numbers.

● DCE co-sponsored 4 symposia at the 2021 meeting.
● Brian Walker and Timothy Greives will step down as DCE Program Officer and

DCE Secretary, respectively, at the end of the 2021 virtual meeting. Sara O'Brien
will be DCE's new program officer and Christine Lattin will be DCE's new
secretary. We are very grateful to Brian Walker and Timothy Greives for their
tireless work as DCE officers. We are especially grateful to Brian for staying on
as Program Officer a year longer than he originally expected (due to DCE's
recent vote to extend the term of DCE P.O.) — especially given that the extra
year turned out to involve organization of a new and complex format for the
virtual meeting!

● Our Bern lecturer this year was Prof. Dr. Michael Hau, who gave a wonderful,
and very well-attended, virtual talk titled "Hormone-mediated plasticity: is there
an optimal hormonal phenotype?"

● Bern funds that are usually spent on speaker travel & food were largely rolled
over back into the Bern fund, minus a small honorarium for this year's speaker.
The Bern Fund has been holding steady at ~$47K, with a balance of $47,762 just
before the 2021 virtual meeting. However, we all missed the opportunity to chat
with our wonderful Bern speaker in person!

● DCE grad student/post-doc representative Carla Madelaire again organized the
"Lunch With A Comparative Endocrinologist" mentor/mentee matching event,
and also our annual DCE Data Blitz social-media effort for this year's meeting.
These are relatively new efforts that have been very well received. Once again
were very successful. The "lunches" of course were virtual this year. The Data
Blitz had even greater participation this year than last year.

● When the pandemic hit, DCE had been just about to embark on member surveys
and discussion about possible rebranding or renaming of our division, as well as
re-visiting the issue of the $10 annual fee that is currently charged to all DCE
members (the fee supports membership in the International Federation of
Comparative Endocrinology Societies, and is a requirement of IFCES). Given the
pandemic and associated increases in workloads of virtually all DCE members,
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discussion of these topics was postponed during 2020. We hope to return to
these issues later in 2021.

● We very much hope to see everybody in person in Phoenix in 2022.

8.5. DCPB - Division of Comparative Physiology & Biochemistry
Officers:
Chair 01/2020-01/2022 Kenneth Welch
Chair-Elect 01/2021-01/2022 Jon Harrison
Past Chair 01/2020-01/2022 Kimberly Hammond
Secretary 01/2020-01/2022 Heather Liwanag
Program Officer 01/2019-01/2021 Kristi Montooth
Student/Postdoc Representative 01/2018-01/2021 Andrea Rummel

Elections and appointments: I would like to thank Kristi Montooth (University of
Nebraska) who took over the position of program officer starting in 2019 and is ending
her term. I don’t need to tell all of you how much work Kristi put in to ensure that we had
a great meeting. I also want to thank Andrea Rummel (Brown University), who is
ending a three-year run as DCPB’s Student/Postdoc Representative. She and the rest
of SPDAC also made this meeting a great one in many ways. Thank you both for your
service. I also want to thank Emily Cornelius Ruhs (University of South Florida) for her
valuable assistance in organizing this year’s Best Student Presentation judging
assignments. And, welcome to Maria Stager as our incoming SPDAC representative!

I want to welcome Jon Harrison (Arizona State University) as our new Chair-Elect, and
Mike Sears (Clemson University) as our new Program Officer. I look forward to working
with them both and wish Mike good luck as we prepare for a 2022 meeting that will
occur in an as-yet-to-be-determined format!

DCPB is co-sponsoring 6 symposia in 2021:
● S1 (Jan 4) Blinded by the Light: Effects of Light Pollution across Diverse Natural

Systems
● S2 (Jan 4) Genomic Perspectives in Comparative Physiology of Mollusks:

Integration across Disciplines
● S4 (Jan 5) Biology Beyond the Classroom: Experiential Learning through

Authentic Research, Design, and Community Engagement
● S7 (Jan 6) The Integrative Biology of Pigment Organelles
● S8 (Jan 6) The Biology of Sticky: Adhesive Silk, Fiber, and Glue Biomaterials

Across Eukaryota
● S9 (Jan 6) Sending and Receiving Signals: Endocrine Modulation of Social

Communication
● S11 (Jan 7) Biology’s Best Friend: Bridging Disciplinary Gaps to Advance Canine

Science

Best Student Presentation Awards for 2021. We had 13 oral and 6 poster Best
Student Presentation entrants. Our winners are:
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Oral: “Interactive effects of air temperature and density on flight physiology of honey
bees” by Jordan Glass and Jon Harrison from Arizona State University

Poster: “Developing circadian clock reporter cell lines using a CRISPR gene editing
knockin approach” by Daniel Stanton, Hongzhi He, and Andrew C. Liu of the University
of Florida

George Bartholomew Award. In 2020, the Bartholomew Award was presented to Dr.
Mary Caswell (Cassie) Stoddard from Princeton University in recognition of her study of
evolution of animal vision, coloration and morphology.

This year’s winner is Dr. Roslyn Dakin, assistant professor at Carleton University in
Ottawa, Canada. Dr. Dakin gave a great talk entitled, “The scaling of behavior: insights
into competitive and cooperative systems.”

This year, the Bartholomew Award Committee was composed of Kim Hammond (chair,
and past-Divisional Chair), Cassie Stoddard, Carol Fassbinder Orth, Lars Tomanek, and
Blair Wolf. The Division greatly appreciates the hard work of the Bartholomew Award
Committees in selecting the awardees and extends sincerest thanks to John Lighton
and Robin Turner of Sable Systems International for their continued gracious support of
the Bartholomew Award.

Finances. Financially, DCPB is in fine shape. Because of the pandemic there has been
essentially zero pressure on us to support external symposia and meetings. Further,
there was almost no financial burden to the Bart fund because we did not need to
underwrite any physical travel and accommodation for our winner. This also means I
could not treat the winner and selection committee to a nice dinner to thank them for
their work ☹.

Divisional Events. The DCPB member meeting was held Thursday, Jan. 14th at 3 PM
EST. Our social will be held on Feb. 3rd, starting at 3 PM EST (pending confirmation).

8.6. DEDB - Division of Evolutionary Developmental Biology

Officers:
Chair 01/2020-01/2022 Deirdre Lyons

Chair Elect: David Angelini
Program Officer 01/2019-01/2022 Matthew Rockman

Program Officer-Elect Frank Smith
Secretary 01/2021-01/2023 Leslie Babonis

We need to hold an election for Secretary-elect this year
Student/Postdoc Representative 01/2020-01/2023 Ryan Hulett

We welcome ideas/volunteers for Student/Postdoc Rep in the future
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Divisional Events.
The DEDB member meeting was held on January 13th, with approximately 30 people in
attendance, which is about the same as for the in person meetings.  Our divisional
social was held on January 20th with slightly fewer attendees than the member meeting.

Awards
Best Student Talk Winner: Guilherme Gainett
Best Student Poster Winner: Leah DeLorenzo
We discussed wanting to names our awards--names TBD, but discussed broad support
for women including Dr. Billie Swalla (who was involved in the founding of this division)
and Dr. Mary Jane West-Eberhard, who’s eco-evo-devo work is the quintessence of
integrative and comparative biology.

Mentoring Events:
For the last several years, the DEDB student/postdoc reps have organized Evo-Devo
Meet-ups at the meeting that this year changed to a virtual format.   This year 26
mentors signed up and 21 of them were matched up with 22 students.  This level of
participation is a bit lower than previous years, but pretty good considering it is a
pandemic.  In contrast only 3 DEDB members (myself and two trainees) signed up for
the broadening participation mentoring program.  We will do a better job of advertising
this mentoring opportunity to our division next year.  Finally, in our member meeting
Leslie Babonis brought up the great idea of having a junior faculty book camp at the
annual meetings (ala the one the Society for Developmental Biology sponsors).

DEDB-Sponsored Symposia at the upcoming 2022 Meeting:
The deep and shallow history of aquatic life's passages between marine and freshwater
habitats
Lesser known transitions: organismal form and function across abiotic gradients
Open source solutions in experimental design
Causal mechanisms of interspecific metabolic scaling patterns
Morphology and evolution of female copulatory morphology in Amniotes
Phenological Plasticity: from Molecular Mechanisms to Ecological and Evolutionary
Implications

8.7. DEDE - Division of Ecoimmunology and Disease Ecology
Current Officers:
Chair 01/2020-01/2022 Laura Zimmerman
Program Officer 01/2019-01/2021 Cynthia J. Downs
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Program Officer Elect 01/2020-01/2021 Laura Mydlarz
Secretary 01/2019-01/2021 Ken Field
Secretary Elect 01/2020-01/2021 Patricia Lopes (Not listed on main website)
Student/Postdoc Representative 01/2019-01/2021 Ashley Love (Note the end date
needs to be updated on the website)

Nominations will be needed for Secretary-Elect and for Program Officer-Elect
Using a nominating committee: Current Officers

We are also interested in hearing from anyone interested in serving as Student/Postdoc
Representative. The main responsibilities are to handle the @SICB_DEDE Twitter
account and to put together the mentoring lunches at the annual meeting.

Members are urged to contact one of the current officers if they are interested in
standing for election or have questions about the position.

1. SICB News / Actions since 2020 meeting. Executive Committee has not met
yet.

2. Journal Updates. Joel Slade is the ICB DEDE representative through 2025.

3. Meet with an Ecoimmunologist/Disease Ecologist Update. Virtual meetings
going well. Virtual Exhibit Hall has downloads.

4. Best Student Paper Award

Best Student Presentation Session:
Virtual presentation session went really well. Jen Houtz was the winner, but all
presentations were really good.

Best Student Poster Session:
There will be a live Q&A but judges should evaluate posters ahead of time.

5. Other Business
Symposia for next year have not yet been announced.

Reminder that symposia are needed for meeting 1.5 years in advance. Hosting a
symposia is a great opportunity for junior scientists, including grad students and
post-docs. Due 23 August for the Austin 2023 meeting.
Successful examples are available. Requesting outside funding is required later, but not
at time of application.

8.8. DEE - Division of Ecology & Evolution
Cameron Ghalambor, Out-going Chair
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1. Officers:
Incoming Chair: Fran Bonier (1/2021 – 1/2023)
Chair-Elect: Tonia Schwartz (1/2021 – 1/2023)
Outgoing Secretary: Martha Muñoz (1/2019 – 1/2021)
Secretary-Elect: Christine Miller (1/2019 – 1/2021)
Program Officer: Sarah Diamond (1/2020– 1/2022)
Program Officer-Elect: Martha Muñoz (1/2021 – 1/2023)
Student/Postdoc Representative: Craig Marshall (1/2019 – 1/2021)

2. Divisional Nominations and Elections:
Chair: In spring 2020, Tonia Schwartz (Auburn University) and Don Miles (Ohio
University) accepted nominations to run for Chair-Elect. Tonia Schwartz was elected
and accepted the post in June. Congratulations, Tonia!

Program Officer: In spring 2020, Martha Muñoz (Yale University) and Caitlin Gabor
(Texas State University) accepted nominations to run for Program Officer-Elect. Martha
Muñoz was elected and accepted in June. Congratulations, Martha!

Upcoming Elections: At the 2021 business meeting a committee will be formed to
identify candidates for a new Secretary-Elect. These elections will be held in the spring
of 2021.

3. Presentations from DEE:
At the virtual 2021 meeting, 191 presenters selected DEE as their primary SICB
divisional affiliation (compared to 245 at the Austin meeting last year). These
submissions break down to 157 oral, 34 poster, and 10 symposium presentations given
by 89 graduate students, 9 undergraduate students, and 93 non-student members of
DEE.

4. Sponsored Symposia
DEE will be co-sponsoring six symposia at the Washington DC virtual meeting:
Jan 4 - Blinded by the Light: Effects of Light Pollution across Diverse Natural Systems
(organizers: Meredith Kernbach, Stephen Ferguson, Valentina Alaasam, Colleen Miller,
Clint Francis)
Jan 4 - Genomic Perspectives in Comparative Physiology of Mollusks: Integration
across Disciplines (organizers: Omera Matoo, Maurine Neiman)
Jan 5 - Spatiotemporal dynamics of animal communication (organizers: Sara
Wasserman, Nathan Morehouse, Nicholai Hensley)
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Jan 6 - The integrative biology of pigment organelles (organizers: Florent Figon, Jérôme
Casas, Leila Deravi)
Jan 6 - The biology of sticky: adhesive silk, fiber, and glue biomaterials across
Eukaryota (organizers: Mercedes Burns, Sarah Stellwagen).
Jan 8 - Manakin genomics: comparative studies of evolution and behavior in a unique
clade of birds. (organizers: Ignacio Moore, Blake Jones)

5. Huey Award – Best Student Presentations
At the 2020 meeting in Austin, two DEE students received the Huey Award:
Best Talk: Nick Barts (Kansas State University) “Repeated mitochondrial evolution
underlies adaptation to extreme environments”
Best Poster: Isaac Miller-Crews (University of Texas, Austin) “2bRAD-seq Paternity
Testing Pipeline for Complex and Mixed DNA Samples”.

For the 2021 meeting, we had a large applicant pool for the Huey Award, with 25
students submitting extended abstracts. A judging committee with an eye toward
balance in terms of gender, career stage, and biological expertise (Cameron
Ghalambor, Sarah Diamond, Fran Bonier, Nick Barts, Art Woods, and Christine Miller).
The committee selected eight finalists in the oral session and 3 finalists in the poster
session.

6. Beer & Brains
At the 2020 meeting in Austin, Craig Marshall and Cameron Ghalambor organized the
seventh annual “Beer & Brains” event at the local venue, Easy Tiger. Approximately 50
DEE students and 16 DEE faculty will meet over food and drinks on the evening of
January 5 to discuss ecology, evolution, and careers in science and academia.

For the 2021 online meeting, a DEE virtual social event is scheduled for January 28th.

7. Budget
As of January 2nd, 2021, the budget for DEE has a current balance of $1,831.14. For
the 2021 virtual meeting, the DEE Chair and Student/Postdoc Representative (Cameron
Ghalambor & Craig Marshall) have not allocated any funds towards the annual DEE
social (called Beer & Brains). This expense is typically around $2,500-$2,700), thus we
expect to carry a positive balance into 2021.

In Spring 2021, DEE members will vote on adding an additional fee to their
membership. The decision to put this vote to the DEE membership was passed based
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on a vote at the 2020 business meeting. The additional funds will be used to expand the
DEE social into a larger more inclusive event.

8. DEE Business Meeting
Scheduled for January 8, 2021 from 12:00-1:00 PM.

8.9. DIZ - Division of Invertebrate Zoology
Chair: Ken Halanych
Chair-Elect: Jon Allen
Secretary: Justin Mc Alister
Program Officer: Karen Chan
Hyman Committee Chair: Abigail Cahill

As with other Divisions, DIZ tried to adjust to the pandemic. DIZ seems to be doing fine
but assessing activities of the division this year is a little more challenging than usual as
the members have had more limited interaction and information exchange than in a
typical year.

For the sake of efficiency, Information will be bulleted.
-       At the end of the 2021 meeting, Jon Allen will take over the Chair position.
-       Committee is being formed to nominate the Secretary candidates.
-       Abigail Cahill is stepping into the Chair Position for the Libbie Hyman
Fellowship committee.
-       Jennifer Burnaford’s service (approximately 10 years) as Chair of the
Hyman Committee was gratefully acknowledged.
-       John Pearse’s legacy as an invertebrate biologist and former SICB Chair
was discussed. Ideas were raised for having a scholarship, a contributed papers
session or a symposium in John’s honor.
-       The 2021 virtual meeting hosted successful Best Student Presentations for
both Oral and Poster Presentations.

The winner of the Mary Rice Best Oral Contribution:
Emily Branam
“Biomechanical role of dorsal thoracic spine in swimming of barnacle nauplii.”
Honorable mention goes to:
Julia Notar
“A living shag rug: Sea urchin spine density differs by habitat and has
consequences for vision.”
The winner of the Alan Kohn Best Student Poster:
Joseph Mack
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“From mud to meat: Employing phylogenetics and metabarcoding gut-content
analyses to test evolutionary hypotheses of trophic transitions in a group of
predatory annelids”.
Honorable Mention for best poster presentation:
Michael Drummond
“A new species of bioluminescent ostracod from the reefs of Carrie Bow
Caye, Belize (Ostracoda: Myodocopida: Cypridinidae).”

-       Karen Chan reported on symposia that DIZ supported in 2021 (this
information was recorded previously).
-       As of this writing, decisions have not been made as to which 2022 symposia
DIZ will be supporting, but DIZ did note that options for DIZ support were limited.
-       Due to concerns of format and fatigue, a DIZ virtual social was not held this
year.
-       As of this writing, the SICB Chairs meeting has not been held. Thus, we
have little idea of how Divisional budgets have been impacted by the change to a
virtual conference. This needs to be followed up on.
-       At the Divisional business meeting, it was brought up, for the 2nd year in a
row, that the Society Journals lack representation from DIZ.
-       At the Divisional business meeting, it was brought up that the SICB officers
have limited representation in terms of which divisions are represented in society
wide positions..

8.10. DNNSB - Division of Neurobiology, Neuroethology, and Sensory Biology
Chair: Michael Baltzley
Program Officer: Jeff Riffell
Secretary: Lisa Mangiamele
Graduate Student/Postdoc Rep: Maryam Kamran
Division Assistant Editor for ICB: Petra Lenz

Michael Baltzley is in his final term as Chair. James Newcomb will begin his term as
Chair at the end of the 2021 Annual Meeting.

In 2021, we will be electing our next Secretary. The DNNSB Executive Committee has
compiled a list of division members that we think are strong candidates for the Secretary
position, as well as future officer positions in DNNSB.
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Best Student Presentation competitions
For the 2021 Annual Meeting, the Division had 31 students apply to compete in the Best
Student Presentation (BSP) oral competition. The DNNSB Executive Committee
selected 10 presentations for our competition. The Division has 6 students in the BSP
poster competition. The decrease in poster submissions relative to oral presentation
submissions is consistent with overall trends at the 2021 annual meeting. Our overall
numbers of student submissions have been generally increasing in the past 4
years—37 in 2021, 41 in 2020, 27 in 2019, 32 in 2018. The decrease in 2021 is
consistent with the slight decrease in overall abstracts submitted to SICB for 2021.

For the past several years, the DNNSB Executive Committee has been editing and
modifying a rubric for judging the Best Student Presentations, with the goal of clarifying
the evaluation criteria and making the evaluations more consistent across judges. We
made some changes again this year because of the online format, and distributed the
rubric to BSP entrants in early December. In the future, once the rubric is re-adjusted for
the next in-person SICB annual meeting, we hope to have it posted on the DNNSB
page of the SICB website for students to view.

Additional Division Activities. We plan to propose a bylaws amendment in the 2021
spring election to our BSP Award criteria. The current bylaws stipulate that “Eligibility
will include undergraduate students and graduate students who have not yet been
awarded the PhD, as well as new PhDs who have received the degree within the 12
months prior to the meeting.” However, the bylaws leave open the possibility for a
post-doctoral researcher to present work that was performed entirely as a post-doc. We
plan to propose a revision to the bylaws that will stipulate that the research presented in
the BSP Award competition has to have been done primarily while the presenter was a
student.

8.11. DPCB - Division of Phylogenetics & Comparative Biology
- 2021 was most competitive year yet for Wake Award BSP: selected 8

finalists (out of 18 total) finalists for Wake Award Best Student Talk; John
Boyette selected as the 2021 Wake Award Winner

- five poster presentations for Wake Award Best Student Poster; as of 21
January 2021: winner TBD

- successful virtual Ask-an-Expert Booth presentations during SICB 2021
- welcoming new DPCB leadership as of SICB 2021 annual meeting:

Leigha Lynch (Program Officer), Sam Price (Chair-Elect), Ryan Felice
(Secretary-Elect)
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8.12. DVM - Division of Vertebrate Morphology
- elections were held in May 2020; our new Secretary-Elect is Vanessa Young
- our nominating committee (Katie Staab, Andrea Ward, David Coughlin) identified
candidates for Program Officer-Elect and Chair-Elect
- a new common Program Officer manual with DCB (with Phil Anderson and Matt
McHenry), establishing timelines, goals and templates was written

DVM social media: In 2020, we had 172 tweets (since last January), with an average
engagement rate of 1.4%. We received a total of 725 retweets, 2218 likes, and 122
replies.  We averaged about one tweet every two days, but this is skewed -- in the
lead-up to this year's meeting, (over December and this month), we've tweeted about
four times as much (twice per day). Also interesting, in the lead up to the meeting, we
received > 4x as many retweets. We have over 1100 followers, despite transitioning
from the old twitter handle to the new one.

Students seem to enjoy being featured in our tweets, but the people who responded to
Armita Manafzedah's call for interest have not been a representative sample of DCB
DVM membership. Students generally come from the usual labs at larger universities.
We should consider ways to make our outreach more inclusive of different institutions.
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